Multipoint Bluetooth headset with ear hook
SKU: TEEARSETBT100W

Headset with ear hook equipped with microphone and answer button, multipoint technology,
Bluetooth v4.2, white colour
LIGHTNESS AND STYLE
The Bluetooth headset with ear hook is a refined and flexible product for those looking for style and practicality. With an ultralight and
minimalist design, this accessory is ideal for answering calls quickly and easily and listening to music thanks to the excellent sound
reception quality.
TECHNOLOGY AT YOUR SERVICE
Free yourself once and for all from the annoying tangle of wires. This headset supports a Bluetooth connection: you just have to pair your
smartphone with this product to start using it in comfort.
In addition, this headset features multipoint technology: you can connect two devices at the same time.
It is extremely convenient to use: thanks to the innovative system, it’s easy to manage calls from both smartphones without repeatedly
disconnecting and reconnecting them.
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
The ear hook has an ergonomic design to perfectly fit your ear. Thanks to the integrated microphone, you can talk with friends and
colleagues.
The headset is also a must-have those who love listening to music on the go: you can fully enjoy your playlist, thanks to the volume
control and the track change button.
ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE
You can recharge the headset once it runs out of power by using the charging cable found in the package.
Distinguish yourself with a product full of charm, suitable for every situation. The in-ear headset guarantees an incomparable user
experience.
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FEATURES:
Bluetooth v4.2
Multipoint technology
Battery: 3.7v, 55 mAh
Answer/end call button
Volume control and track change
Call time: 3 hours
Stand-by time: 60 hours
Charging cable included
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Multipoint Bluetooth headset with ear hook
SKU: TEEARSETBT100W

Details
EAN: 8018417202995
Included accessories: Charging cable
LED: 1 for status
Buttons: Volume control / Answer/End call - Playback controll
Microphone: Integrated
Battery: 3.7 V, 55 mAh
Bluetooth: v 4.2
Operative range: Up to 10m
Call time: 3 hours
Standby time: 60 hours
Technology: Multipoint
Recharging time: 1.5 hours

Pack:
Height Pack: 180 mm.
Width Pack: 90 mm.
Depth Pack: 37 mm.
Weight Pack: 18 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 216 mm.
Width Inner: 100 mm.
Depth Inner: 228 mm.

Master:
Amount Master: 24
Height Master: 457 mm.
Width Master: 235 mm.
Depth Master: 485 mm.
Weight Master: 7000 g.
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